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Feenics Active
Directory Integration

Feenics Active Directory Integration allows users to synchronize data 

between Active Directory and Feenics.
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Active Directory Integration

Feenics Active Directory Integration allows users to synchronize data between Active Directory and Feenics. The integration can extend to AD based 

systems including HR, CRM, and Financial systems. Feenics AD integration enables users to manage card assignments, badge types, and other 

important data within their Active Directory environment, rather than within Feenics.

With Feenics AD integration, users have the ability to deactivate badges when employees are “disabled” in Active Directory. The AD 

Integration can leverage custom forms within Feenics to provide additional query capabilities within Active Directory, including employee 

IDs, training information, and buildings. These and other queries allow synchronization of any data entered via Feenics custom forms.  

Feenics AD Integration further allows users the flexibility to configure specific times and frequency for synchronization of data.

Feenics Direct Deployment of AD Integration Service

Feenics Active Directory integration requires access to the customer’s local server by Feenics to ensure the security of the customer’s network and 

the integrity of the data. 

Integration Requirements

Feenics Data Synchronization License     Feenics embedded AD service

Customer Network

LDAP Protocol Port 443
Feenics Embedded App
Windows 10 loT

Public Internet
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Functionality

Actively syncs fields based on intervals set by administrator

Records disabled in AD disables same records in Feenics

Records reactivated in AD are reactivated in Feenics upon next 
synchronization interval

Maintain employee data across all systems

Provides one data source of truth for audit success

Import identification photos

Share specialized data using custom forms

Assign access based on values from Active Directory

ORDER INFORMATION

Service Annual

FN-KDS500 LDAP sync of 1-500 record holders

FN-KDS5K LDAP sync of 1-5,000 record holders

FN-KDS10K LDAP sync of 1-10,000 record holders

FN-KDS15K LDAP sync of 1-15,000 record holders

FN-KDS20K LDAP sync of 1-20,000 record holders

FN-KDS50K LDAP sync of 1-50,000 record holders

Optional Services

FN-KTAD Feenics Active Directory Integration Training

FN-KADS LDAP/Active Directory Sync Services. Includes remote deployment assistance for installation. 

Always On, Never Out of Date

Software updates are automatic so your system is always up to date. No scheduled downtime is ever required.
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